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Lighthouse Expands into New York City with New Vice President of Sales
Lincoln, RI - Today, Lighthouse Computer Services is proud to announce Kevin Carrington as
the new Vice President of Sales, New York City. With over 22 years of expertise in the IT
industry at IBM, Kevin will spearhead business in the New York City area, bringing the
Lighthouse value proposition to clients in the region.
With Kevin at the NYC helm, Lighthouse advances its regional scope and sharpens its mission of
remaining at the forefront of IT tech and services in the Northeast. Tom Mrva, CEO and founder,
believes this regional focus is key: “If we can achieve distance without dilution –if we
continually expand without weakening our service concentration – then we better support our
clients. From Boston to Providence, New York to New Haven and beyond, Lighthouse resolves
to remain at the forefront of IT services, as it has for these past 20 years.”
Kevin’s extensive background at IBM, where he oversaw the WW Global SI program, directed
the North America Storage Information Optimization program, and managed a multitude of cross
brand teams, has forged him into a superior leader. General Manager Greg Berard says, “Kevin
is a tremendous addition to the team. His business methodology fits well with the Lighthouse
spirit, and our expansion into New York City will happen smoothly with his keen insight.”
As the Lighthouse expertise in IT expands and evolves, so does its sphere of services. The
addition of Kevin will enlarge the Lighthouse presence in the New York City area – and deliver
unequaled support.
If you would like more information about this topic, please contact us: info@lighthousecs.com;
888-542-8030. Information will also be published on the web at www.lighthousecs.com
	
  

